Your Living BluePrint™ Key to the Soul Map

Note: This is an outline for describing the soul's purpose and the guides you have selected to support your life journey. It is not necessarily how you are but rather where you will find the greatest fulfillment, happiness and magic in your life.

My Soul Essence Lineage Guide is ___________________. This describes my innate skill set as well as my habits and addictions and expectations. Our Lineage Guide intends for us to use these skills as support for living our life purpose.

My Life Force Energy Guide is ___________________. This describes my energy or style I use to live my life. This Life Force energy influences every aspect of my life as the fuel I burn to achieve my current life purpose.

My Feminine Guide is ___________________. This describes my intended emerging feminine identity for Women, or my inner beloved sacred feminine for Men.

My Masculine Guide is ___________________. This describes my intended emerging masculine identity for Men or my inner beloved, sacred masculine within for women.

Communication Guide is ___________________. This describes the current life intent for thinking, perception and communication and is the intent for my mind’s software.

My Spiritual Guide is ___________________. This is the intended fast track to my life purpose and enlightenment or the kinds of activities that help me quickly get to my life purpose.

These chart aspects are determined by Birth Time and Place. If you do not know your time of birth we do not this information.

My Main Guide for Current Life Intent is _____________. This describes my leading edge for growth in this lifetime, what I came to master, the current primary purpose and intent for my life.

My Relationship Project is ___________________. This describes my MAIN reason for choosing to be in relationship and what I am here to learn in relationship.

My Right Livelihood Guide is ___________________. This describes how I am intending to make my creative contribution in the world and the creative energy I intend to experience from my contribution.

My Home & Roots Guide is ___________________ & describes how I am intending to experience my interior self and how I express in my personal lifestyle and home life.
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Aries: Committed to Worthy Cause or Mission, Pure Centered-On-Self Awareness, Beginners Mind, Protects the Cosmic Order, Spontaneous, Aggressive Play, Individualist

Taurus: Aesthetics, Intimacy as an Art Form, Epicureanism, Sacred Pleasure of Life, Receptivity, Brings Spirit into Matter to Enjoy, Extending the Moment as Long as Possible


Cancer: Responsible Nurturing, New Themes for Home, Family, Roots and Community, How to Responsibly Love, Nurture, Nourish and Support Others - Creating a Safe Space for Self and Others to be Vulnerable

Leo: Radical, Radiant Self-Love and Self-Confidence to be a Leading Player on the Stage of Life, Creators making it up as they go along, Being Seen, Showing up with a Generous Open Heart, Inspiring Others

Virgo: The Patterning Of The Organic World And Of Soul, To Discover and then Dedicate Self To The “Sacred Work,” Reverence for all life, Brings Spirit Into Matter to Honor it as Sacred, Creating Sacred Space for Self and Others

Libra: To Discover Conscious Equal Partnership, Balance and Harmony with Self and Others, Balancing Individual Truth with Consensus Reality, Being an Effective Diplomat

Scorpio: Life Force Energy and Experiencing the Deepest Emotions through the Interaction of Will and Desire, Magic and Manifestation through Surrender to Divine Will, Intimacy as Tantra and Eros, Empowered by Embracing Shadow and Feeling their Feelings

Sagittarius: The Spiritual Quest through the Hero/ine’s Journey and Vision Quest for Truth and the Meaning of Life by Expanding the Self to the Widest Possible Horizons, and Teaching What they have Learned Along the Way

Capricorn: Becoming an Expert, Earning Respect, Taking Responsibility and Getting the Job Done. Knowing the Rules - What Works and What Doesn’t, Brings Spirit into Matter to Manage and Administer it, Gaining Wisdom

Aquarius: Freedom through Awareness of Cosmic Overview, Spiritual or Intellectual Detachment, Unique Eccentricity & Revolutionary Ideas Enriching Life’s Possibilities

Pisces: The Ecstasy of Mystical & Empathic Union with Humanity & the Divine, Heart Healer, Compassionate Selfless Service, Bodhisattva Ideal, Universal Healing
Map Key

**Lineage Essence Soul Guide** describes our innate skill set as well as our expectations, habits, and addictions. Our Lineage Guide intends for us to use these skills to support our life purpose.

**Life Energy Guide** or the Fuel we burn to reach life Purpose.

**Communication Guide** describes our intended style of communication, cognition and perception. Your mind’s software.

**Spiritual Guide** describes the activities (or yoga) that take you to our life purpose the quickest.

**Guide for Emerging Feminine Identity** or the aspect of the Goddess you came to be (or Inner Feminine for Men)

**Guide for Emerging Masculine Identity** or the aspect of the God you came to be (or Inner Masculine for Women)

**AS Main Guide for Current Life Journey** describes our leading edge for growth or what we came to master. This is the primary purpose and intent for our life and personal identity.

**DS Relationship Guide** describes the intent for choosing a relationship and what we are to learn from them.

**MC Right Livelihood Guide** describes the intent for where we make our creative contribution in the world.

**IC Home and Roots Guide** describes how we intend to experience our interior self and home life.
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